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7-figure entrepreneur mommies, Denise Walsh & Kami Dempsey teach you how to start living the

life of your dreams with your own direct sales business. Whether you're still thinking about starting

your own business or wanting to get back into it after an unsuccessful prior attempt, these

millionaire moms will teach you how to identify your own unique, God-given talents to build a

business that provides a legacy of freedom and wealth for your family for years to come. If you want

to stop trading your time for money and want to start spending more time with the people you love,

this book is for you. It doesn't matter if you have any experience in sales, what education you've

had, or how old you are--if you're willing to spend a couple hours reading this book and you can

commit to doing the exercises within, we know you will be successful with your own business. If

you're ready to start creating a residual income that will serve you for a lifetime, we're ready to show

you how!
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What an amazing book!! Every woman dreams of being able to retire their husband, but they don't

know how. This book lays out simple action plans to take control of your situation. You finish the

book with the belief that you have the skills and self confidence to take control and retire your

husband. My favorite part is the focus on finding people's personal strengths and talents and using

that to become successful. This book was written to empower and lift you up.

The title of this book really suckered me in as I had a nice little chuckle to myself. I had a little

fantasy that my wife could pension me off! Instead what I found were practical tips to keep you on



the path to success in network marketing. The stories in the book were motivational and I

particularly enjoyed the chapter on how do I keep the motivation going. This relates to me

personally as I can tend to flatline a bit sometimes.I think most newbies will find the how to get

started chapter the most helpful though as this really is where most people try, fail and then give up.

Many of the ideas presented are ways to help you overcome obstacles, particularly the daunting

parts like trying to close a sale, which is broken down, analysed and made a lot easier by this

book.The exercises in this book are quite helpful and easy to do.Overall, there's a fair bit of meat in

here, and is definitely useful for the beginners.

This book is little more than a cheerleading promotion for network marketing. It offers no new insight

on how to start or run a business. It tells you to make lists (as if most of us weren't making them

already), and stay positive. I am positive that if you are looking for a book that will give you some

"meat" or specifics on how to start a business, you won't find it here.

There was no solidity to it. It jumped all over the place. They keep telling you tbey will give you tne

insights on how they will help you in the next chapter, but the next chapter comes and its the same

verse. Goes to show just because you can make a lot of money doesnt mean you should write a

book about it.

This is a go to book for anyone needed knowledge or expert advice in how to get set up and started

in direct marketing or relationship marketing in very practical and realistic terms. A must for anyone

who wants to be successful.

Not an instructional manual. No real tips given. Just talking about what life is like for the authors. I

don't feel like I learned anything new. Definitely not one of the leading books in this industry. Really

felt like a waste of my time

They have incredible perspective when it comes to the business from the experience that they have.

You can gather that from the book that is written here or from listening to them on company calls.

Though they are careful not to make this book pitchy, which I really respect about the writing style,

being in the same network as these woman and hearing them talk over and over through the weeks

on it works conference calls they know what they are talking about. They are graciously sharing

their experience and secrets to success in this book which can be applied to any networking



business. If you ever wanted to know what it really takes to create a successfully network marketing

business now is your chance. Buy this today. You won't regret the real world examples of what it

takes to get to the top!!!

Lacked substance, offered no real information or guidance, just chapter after chapter of

cheerleading and platitudes. Totally lacking in substance. Sorry, writers, but all this book does is

repeat the same thing over and over again, and even that is thin and devoid of substantive

information. My apologies for the negative review.
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